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Unweaving machine prototype

2022
wood construction, metal springs, polyester rope,indutrially woven fabric

This prototype unweaves industrially
produced fabrics. Two unweavers have
to coordinate their movements with
2 pedals on each side. Unweaving and
correcting the mistakes in history is a
task that can only be done together.
The focus on speed and quantity has
lead to an increased need of energy,
ressources, material. It leads to waste,
pollution, global warming, conflict and
war.
Contextual video:
https://vimeo.com/743911297/943fb9cd21

Sudarium/ Tenugui/ Sweat cloth
2022
digital print on cotton, hand sewn

A sweat cloth with the images of the
foreheads of a textile mill worker, a
worker on a cotton field in Portuguese
Angola and a mill director. As we use
this cloth to get rid of sweat our foreheads touch. This old fashioned type of
cloth is reusable and it reminds us of
conditions in the textile industry. It will
be usefull as temeratures rise globally
which is again connected to the problems that machines created.

Kevlar Canvases

2019
Aramid fabric partially exposed to sunlight

Kevlar Canvases at my studio in Berlin.

Kevlar while partially exposed to sunlight

Installation alongside “Famillionaire Matters” a related work cycle
Sketch: Kevlar becomes bulletproof when layered

Scanned image from book
on Dupont estate

Photo: my painted wooden
board on Dornier estate

Famillionaire Matters

2019
Drawings, 16mm film, hand drawn animation, Kevlar fibre spool, gunpowder tin, painted wood

A company that makes gunpowder and then invents a bulletproof fibre and a different
company that makes civil seaplanes, then WW2 bombers and then weaving machines
become entangled. Their machines, their mansions and materials merge and seemingly
surreal relations become evident. Silk curtains, rifles, pools, weaving machines, pencils
and bombers are playing together in a famillionaire garden setting. The term famillionaire as Sigmund Freud used it in his book Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious,
hints at my personal relation to the whole story being somehow affiliated to one of the
companies/families.

Scanned drawing from a book showing a
yellow curtain for Dupont’s Winterthur mansion.

Installation view at Leipzig Academy of Fine Art, painted wooden boards, Kevlar spool, film

Film still: Dornier loom weaving aramid fibres
Sketch: bullet becoming curtain (bulletproof fabric)

Film still: handdrawn animation of
a rifle shooting through the shed.

Weaving Drawers & Human Weaving Machine
2014
wood and steel construction, drawings, rope, performance

At Bauhaus Dessau

Visitors are invited to hold threads and
become moving parts of a weaving
machine. On a small monitor a simple
animation shows the participants how
to operate the human loom. I dyed the
ropes in black and red so that the participants know which rope to lift. This
setup reminds those involved of the
foundations of manual labour, technology and how fabric is actually made.
My early memories of the old loom
in our attic and later the visits to the
textile factory of my grandfather have
been influential here.
Performing with audience

Open drawer with drawings

A drawer for drawings and a weaving loom become one. The four drawers simultanously function as shafts of a loom. On one side one can look at the drawings in the drawers which depict
blueprints and surreal scenes relating to that machine. On the other side one can weave a fabric.
Depending on the order in which the drawers are pulled out, the structure of the fabric changes.
The machine was first shown at Bauhaus Dessau.

Four vertical shafts

Weaving with the Sound of its own Making

2009
Handwoven, wool, cotton, audio cable, cd players, headphones, perspex

Installation at Blue Oyster Gallery,
Aotearoa/ New Zealand
preliminary

Waveform from the looms
starting sequence sound

Audience listening and seeing
the sound of the weaving

Woven audio cable, extended

The pattern of the fabric is that of the audio waveform recorded while
weaving the fabric. The pattern has its origin in the sound of the
loom. I first recorded a rattling sound of the loom’s starting sequence.
I turned that soundwave into a pixelated pattern and wove it while
recording myself again. From that sound I created the next pattern,
wove it again, recorded myself again and so on. The work recalls Robert Morris’ “Box with the sound of its own making” but then it also
relates to concepts of repetition, difference and variation.

Sketch: early installation ideas

Watchtower Weaving
2010/2021
Handwoven, wool, cotton

This weaving is concerned with structures and shapes reminding
me of ideologies Lines, blocks and dots become complex structures,
more and more architectural and finally three watchtowers emerge.
The softness of fabric clashes with these authoritarian strutctures.
But at the same time both are made by human hands.These watchtowers have been the cause for much grief and yet they are also
born out of fears and highlight human failure.

Detail

The Age of Cable

2011
Handwoven tapestry of cable and various fibres,

I used old and obsolete cables in this tapestry alongside a few traditional fibres. We live in an
age of cables, they still power and interconnect a lot of our devices. They are hard to manage
though, they always seem in the way, they don’t fold easily and in weaving you have to submit
to their behaviour.

Bomber Carpet

2010/2020
Handwoven tapestry, wool, cotton, audio cable

Up: Photo of DO17 bomber during bomb drop
Down: Sonar image of
DO17 that crashed in the
English Channel

This is a tapestry depicting a DO17 WW2 bomber dropping bombs.
This aircraft was invented by my great-grandfather. I wove cable into
it as well so I could attach speakers for a sound piece that I am planning to make for it. I hung the tapestry above an old baby’s high chair
in the mansion of my relatives that was used by various generations
including me. Family history is a reoccuring theme within my textile
practice.

Photo: the tapestry in my families’ mansion

Shuttle on Fabric

Drawing of rapier loom shuttle

2012
Screenprint on fabric

This screenprint on fabric depicts a rapier loom shuttle speeding
through fabric. The print is part of a series of fabric ideas that highlight
the conditions of making textiles today.
There is a lack of knowledge in regards of how these machines work
and I believe by making the processes visible on the fabric itself this
can open a dialogue.
Detail

Print on the printing table
at the Fabricworkshop &
Museum in Philadelphia

Television Stream

2012
Screenprint on fabric, in collaboration with Ryan Parker

Photo of televisionscreen

This large repeat pattern for a screenprint on fabric depicts a lost
television signal which is still information in its own right, a sheer
endless stream of noise like a river a nature of its own.

Print on the printing table
at the Fabricworkshop &
Museum in Philadelphia

Bauhaus forever

2008
Screenprint on warp, hand woven, wool, cotton, audio

The abstract image of a Bauhaus studio interior in Dessau becomes
a repeat print on cotton warp.

RGB screen weaving

2010
Hand woven, wool, cotton, RGB monitor cable

A starting point for relating the RGB screen to fabric as both work
with sequences of lines that are built on each other to form an
image.

